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The Scout solar and wind powered

surveillance trailer uses eye-in-the-sky AI

sensor technology to help keep people,

businesses, and properties safe and

secure.

WAPAKONETA, OHIO, UNITED STATES,

January 14, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

The Scout solar and wind powered

surveillance trailer is a game-changing

crime prevention platform that utilizes

state-of-the-art, eye-in-the-sky sensor

technology to help keep people,

businesses, and properties safe and secure. 

In today's world, it's more important than ever to have reliable security measures in place.

The solar and wind powered

mobile Scout Crime

Prevention Platform can

indicate when something is

wrong, track it, and prevent

it before it happens.”

Isaac Dunifon

Traditional surveillance systems offer after-incident

footage, which can be expensive and difficult to maintain.

Here Infinite Protection comes to the rescue with its state-

of-the-art mobile surveillance trailers marketed as Scout

Crime Prevention Platform.

By giving real-time situational awareness, the Scout Crime

Prevention Platform offers police, communities, and

businesses the ability to create an all-encompassing crime

prevention system saving their time and money. Scout is

the world's first "universal crime prevention technology" that utilizes solar or wind-powered

components and a customized detection algorithm to "see" and detect crime before it happens.

By maximizing technology's ability to collect, analyze and share data, Scout can more effectively

monitor and protect against potential threats before crime becomes a severe problem.

Scout is a crime prevention platform designed to protect people, property, and assets with seven

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://ipsolartrailers.com/
https://ipsolartrailers.com/


Real-Time Crime Prevention Platform
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customization options. The Scout

mobile surveillance trailer integrates

the latest in video surveillance, rapid

deployment, data analysis, and pole

surveillance technology into a single

system. By removing the need for

multiple units and seamlessly

integrating multiple AI engines, the

Scout Crime Prevention Platform is

creating safer environments

worldwide. No need for an added

security team. Scout, watch, and report

suspicious activity ―from anywhere,

anytime!

Public safety has become a significant

concern for many entities, institutions,

organizations, and businesses, both

small and large. With the Scout Trailer,

businesses will always be able to bring

superior security measures without the

expense of leasing or buying

permanent structures. With the ability

to be a portable Crime Prevention

Platform (CPP), the unit offers

surveillance, detection, and deterrence

capabilities. From business property

protection to personal crime

prevention, Scout works on-site to

provide a unique and effective

detection solution to the issues

plaguing modern society today.

When asked about the uniqueness of the trailer, the President, Isaac Dunifon, said, "Scout

Technology Systems are the next generation of crime prevention products that turn solar and

wind energy into data and information to drive down your costs and increase your crime

prevention abilities. Utilizing technology and advanced security measures, we are proud to offer

the most technologically advanced fully integrated International Mobile Surveillance Trailer to

help provide safety and technology for businesses and people." 

From foot patrol to fieldwork, the mobile trailer gives complete observation and reporting

surveillance over the entire property. Scout Crime Prevention Platform can indicate when

something is wrong, track it, and prevent it before it happens. No matter how large or small an
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organization is, the Scout Crime

Prevention Platform can help make it

safer.

With its advanced surveillance cameras

and real-time monitoring capabilities,

the trailer can detect potential threats

and alert authorities before a crime

occurs. One of the key features of the

Scout trailer is its ability to capture

high-definition video footage from all

angles. This allows law enforcement to

identify suspects and gather evidence

in the event of a crime. The trailer also

includes advanced lighting and audio

systems that can be used to deter

potential perpetrators and alert

authorities to any suspicious activity.

In addition to its crime prevention

capabilities, the Scout trailer is also a

valuable resource for managing large

events. Its onboard command center

allows authorities to coordinate efforts

and respond quickly to emergencies.

And with its rugged design and durable

construction, the trailer is built to

withstand the most challenging

conditions.

Unlike stationary, fixed surveillance

systems that can only capture a crime

after it occurs, The Scout will deter a

criminal from entering the property. But the Scout trailer relies on more than reactive measures

to prevent crime, it also includes advanced analytics that can predict criminal behavior and alert

authorities of potential threats. This allows law enforcement to be proactive in keeping

communities safe.

Whether planning a large public event or simply looking for an extra layer of security for your

business, the Scout trailer is an effective and reliable solution. So why wait? Invest in the Scout

Technology line today and take the first step towards a safer, more secure future.

Contact Person: Isaac Dunifon
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Phone: 844.637.1350
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